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By Patrick O'Brian

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Treason's Harbour,
Patrick O'Brian, Patrick O'Brian's Aubrey-Maturin tales are widely acknowledged to be the greatest
series of historical novels ever written. To commemorate the 40th anniversary of their beginning,
with Master and Commander, these evocative stories are being re-issued in paperback with smart
new livery. This is the ninth book in the series. Uniquely among authors of naval fiction, Patrick
O'Brian allows his characters to develop with experience. The Jack Aubrey of Treason's Harbour
has a record of successes equal to that of the most brilliant of Nelson's band of brothers, and he is
no less formidable or decisive in action or strategy. But he is wiser, kinder, gentler too. Much of the
plot of Treason's Harbour depends on intelligence and counter-intelligence, a field in which
Aubrey's friend Stephen Maturin excels. Through him we get a clearer insight into the life and habits
of the sea officers of Nelson's time than we would ever obtain seeing things through their own eyes.
There is plenty of action and excitement in this novel, but it is the atmosphere of a Malta crowded
with senior officers waiting for news of what the French are up...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth acquiring. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston

The best ebook i possibly read. I have go through and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once again again later on. Its been printed in an
extremely simple way which is simply after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Telly Hessel-- Telly Hessel
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